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ABSTRACT

The body of knowledge indicates the vast majority of social media evaluation is based on the
classic business model “Return-on-Investment.” While a popular metric in the business world
and with marketing strategies, ROI evaluations based on monetary values don’t work well as a
measure of success in government and nonprofits. This study reviews contemporary measures of
success in social media programs, and provides case study analyses of the different branches of
the U.S. Armed Forces, contrasting their approaches to evaluating success in social media
programs. This study confirms the need for a new model to measure success for governmentbased social media programs, including the Department of Defense.
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It has been less than a decade since Facebook broke the code in social media. Today,
more than a billion users hold accounts on the Facebook social networking site, including 618

million daily active users on average in 2012 (Facebook, 2013). The online video-sharing
service, YouTube, follows in popularity, with an estimated 550 million viewers. Microblog
Twitter comes in third with 55 million users, and newcomer Pinterest already claims 24 million
views (Top 10 most visited, 2012).
The raw numbers clearly demonstrate the exponential growth in the popularity of social
media among Internet users. Experts estimate two-thirds of local businesses are using some sort
of social media as part of their marketing, advertising and public relations campaigns (Titlow,
2011), while an astounding 97 percent of nonprofits are using social media to further their cause
(West, 2011). Even the military has a social media presence; all branches of the U.S. armed
services hold sites in the social media stratosphere. But are these social media communication
efforts making a measurable difference in helping the military reach its strategic communication
goals?
In the last five years there’s been a significant shift in the number of social media
discussions about Return on Investment (ROI), or measuring social media’s effectiveness. Driven
by profits, the business sector has made the most effort to quantify social media’s ROI as
marketers try to link social media to sales and brand identity. Other organizations, such as the
U.S. military, have been slower in assessing measurable results associated with this new
technology, perhaps because they don’t have profits linked to social media. This paper reviews
current literature associated with the military and social media, examines the most common ways
to assess the effectiveness of social media, and uses the different branches of services as a lens to
analyze the U.S. military’s attempts to measure effectiveness of social media programs.
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Review of Literature
The U.S. Military and Social Media
As social media strategy and tactics have matured over the last few years and become
integrated into strategic communication plans, several authors have examined the military’s use
of social media. Few, if any, have delved into the question of the military measuring
effectiveness or return-on-investment in their social media programs.
Murphy (2008) was one of the first scholars to examine the new role of new media within
the Department of Defense. The Army War College professor of Information Operations and in
Information Warfare used the example of the 2006 Israeli-Hezbollah War to explain the power
new media offers the military (Murphy, 2008). The case study demonstrates how new media
represent Information as an element of Power in the classic DIME (Diplomacy-InformationMilitary-Economic) model used by military strategists. Murphy (2008) recognized the need for
the armed forces to start integrating social media into their strategy if they hoped for success.
If the United States military hopes to fight and win in a future information environment
dominated by new media it must fully understand the opportunities and challenges of that
environment … A review of these capabilities and their use reveals a requirement for
significant cultural shift in the military, while recognizing current planning processes
remain valid (p. 4).
Murphy (2008) cited blogs, video (YouTube) and websites as having the most influence
in the new media context. He did not address today’s largest social network, Facebook, in the
2008 commentary, probably because the social networking site that originated at Harvard
University was just starting to gain momentum in non-academic circles.
Perry (2010) wrote a brief history of social media and the U.S. Army. She outlines the
Army’s decision to stand up a social media division in January 2009 when the Army recognized
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the opportunity to reach out to the younger generation. According to Perry, the Army’s social
media goal is “dialogue-centric interchanges” following the basic social media considerations of
presence, relevance and prominence (p. 64). As Perry explains, “if you aren’t there to
communicate your message, someone else will do it for you” (p. 64). The writer includes a list
and description of social media used by the Army, including Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, and
Flickr, and concludes social media efforts have made the Army a stronger communicator.
Cunningham (2010) built on the concept of new media in the military and focused on
social media as a tool for engagement. He differentiated social media from traditional media, and
argued that traditional media is based on one-way communication (monologic) while social
media relied on two-way (dialogic) communication (Cunningham, 2010). Cunningham contends
the real value of social media is its ability to foster engagement and feedback; he concludes the
Department of Defense could best use social media within a context of delegation through
distribution (p. 112). Delegation through distribution uses social media for more than
networking; it involves workflow and conversation to individuals responsible for executing plans
and policy (Cunningham, 2010).
Schoen (2011) looked at social media use at the military’s operational level, and provided
an assessment of how strategic and operational level commanders in theater were using social
media. In his writings, Schoen (2011) offered recommendations for ways commanders could
exploit new media tools to their advantage. The author also noted there are significant
differences in social media use between for-profit companies and the military.
Mayfield (2011) also offered strategic advice for commanders using social media. He
asserts social media is changing the way the U.S. Armed Forces conducts military operations.
Mayfield (2011) uses an Ends, Ways and Means framework to dissect strategic use of social
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media by the military. The author asserts commanders are better able to assess their
environments through social media with the added benefit of identifying potential threats and
emerging issues in the area of responsibility. Mayfield (2011) also suggests commanders use
social media as a tool in the information war to get their messages out first. He advocates a
commander’s social media program executed at the lowest levels possible with emphasis on
speed and transparency.
And where does the military officially stand on social media? While many of the services
have developed social media guides for both the public affairs community and the troops
themselves, the 232-page Commanders Handbook for Strategic Communication and
Communication Strategy (2010) dedicates only three sentences to social media, suggesting
Facebook, Twitter and blogs as additional means for dialogue in communication strategies. The
publication does, however, feature several pages dedicated to assessment and measurement of
public affairs activities. Although these recommendations are not specific to social media tactics,
they could be applied – in spirit – to new media activities. The commanders’ handbook notes it’s
“a challenge to create measures that are relevant, measurable, response and resourced because
CS (communication strategy) attempts to create outcomes primarily in the cognitive dimension”
(p. IV-23). The handbook suggests a preference for quantitative measurements over qualitative
approaches when looking at the effectiveness of public affairs initiatives. Output measures, or
simply organizational performance measures, was listed as one way to evaluate media activities,
but the measures are limited in relevance because they don’t look at the target audience and
instead are focused on what the military disseminates. The handbook also identified four
assessment methodologies for strategic communications: content analysis, survey / polling data,
expert knowledge and quantitative data (Commanders Handbook, 2010). All of these assessment
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methodologies could be applied to military social media initiatives, but all involve extensive time
and money commitment. Furthermore, the examples of these methodologies discussed in the
handbook reflect traditional public affairs approaches to strategic communication, not social
media.

Measuring the Success of Social Media
Although some social media platforms have been around for almost a decade, it wasn’t
until recently that strategists and scholars started to take an in-depth look at the concepts of
evaluation and measures of success. The most common way this is referred to in the literature is
ROI, an acronym found in the business world that stands for Return-On-Investment. ROI is based
on financial returns. As expected, most of the scholarly literature takes a business perspective in
assessing the value of social media to an organization. The vast majority of published literature
and industry blogs indicate evaluation of social media success is difficult and contentious at best.
Justifications are often couched in investment and marketing terms used with traditional media,
further confusing the social media measurement issue. To a certain degree, the ROI model works
for social media based on traditional marketing programs in business, but the ROI model does
not work well for government organizations, including the military.
Wright and Hinson’s (2010) annual study of new media communications use in public
relations identified a discrepancy between what public relations practitioners said should be
measured, and what is actually being measured. Fifty-one percent said their organizations had
measured the amount of communication that was being disseminated through social media and
blogs (Wright & Hinson, 2010), while only 28 percent were measuring the impact the social
media efforts had on formation, change and reinforcement of attitudes, opinions and behavior.
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Two years later, only 28 percent of the participants said their organizations had conducted
research or a measurement study that focused on information communicated via organizational
blogs and social media (Wright & Hinson, 2012). This brings up the question – are we
measuring the right thing? Hinson would argue probably not.

While there has been a gradual increase among practitioners who reported measuring
their organization’s social media efforts in the past seven years, our 2012 study found
that most are simply measuring the easy stuff - outputs such as “hits,” “likes” and
“tweets.” Outcomes (what we really want to accomplish) such as changes in behavior,
attitude and opinions are harder to measure. So we don’t. Why don’t we measure
outcomes? It takes time, money and planning. It means you have to actually understand
the difference between outputs and outcomes and why that is important to your
communication efforts.
Michelle Hinson, University of Florida, 2012)

Like Hinson, other scholars have noted critical differences in what actually is being measured
in social media. Davis (2012) contends social media activities can be measured in two ways:
ongoing analytics and campaign-focused metrics. Ongoing analytics track activity over time,
while campaign-focused metrics look at the target audience and vary with each campaign. Davis
said social media strategists should first determine their goals, and then create metrics to measure
those goals (Davis, 2012). As a cofounder of Union Metrics, Davis suggests measuring the
following behaviors:





Awareness – Use metrics such as volume, reach, exposure and amplification (Consider
how far your message is spreading)
Engagement – look for metrics like retweets, comments, replies and participants
(Consider how many people are participating in the social media conversation, how often,
and in what forms)
Traffic – if you are trying to drive traffic to a website, look at URL shares, clicks and
conversations (Consider how people are moving through social media to your site)
Advocacy – To identify advocacy and fans, look at contributors and influence (Consider
who is participating and what kind of impact they have)
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Brand’s share of voice – track your volume relative to your closest competitor (Consider
how much the overall conversation in your industry or product is about your brand)
(Davis, 2012)
Davis (2012) notes many of the metrics are already available in some form of analytics

on the social media sites, themselves. Facebook, for example, offers a free “Insights” page for
administrators of business and nonprofit Facebook pages. The Insights page features assessments
of the people who like the page, breaking them down into demographics like gender, age and
location. Facebook Insights also allows page administrators to examine demographics from the
number of people “talking” about that organization’s page in any given week, and the number of
people who have “checked-in” at the organization’s location via a mobile device or smart phone.
Social media strategist and U.S. Air Force public affairs practitioner Joel Fortner
contends the Facebook Insights feature is an excellent source for audience data that costs the
military nothing to access.
“It’s important to go beyond ‘tweets’ and ‘likes’ when we assess our social media
campaigns. It’s shameful if a military organization is not looking at its Facebook Insights.
The irony is we often hear people say ‘if only we had the tools to measure,’ and the
reality is, they already have access to the tools if they use Insights. These quantitative
web metrics can be supplemented with more qualitative data based on trends in
comments and posts.”
Joel Fortner, Social Media Strategist, 2012

Fortner (2012) recommends practitioners regularly assess all of the social media tactics
they use. For example, YouTube comments and views should regularly be examined, and Twitter
trends can be assessed with second party applications. Web analytics from an organization’s
homepage can also offer clues to an organization’s social media effectiveness. Fortner notes
Facebook is the 2nd highest entry point coming into the Air Force’s home page, and Facebook
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mobile is third. The data indicate revealing patterns in where people are coming from when they
enter the Air Force website.
In addition to built-in resources on social media sites and organizational homepages,
there are hundreds of third-party companies to track social media efforts (Davis, 2012). Some of
the bigger commercial names include companies that have been tracking traditional media for
years, including Cision, Burrelles-Luce and Vocus. Others specialize in new media
measurement, like Radian6, Collective Intellect and Lithium. While many of the commercial
firms offer a variety of robust tools to evaluate social media output, they also charge for their
services, sometimes to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars.
Google Analytics is one of the most-widely used social media assessment tools (Web
Technology Surveys, 2012). The free program allows users to track social media site visitors
from referrers, search engines, display advertising and email marketing. Subscribers can pay for
a more sophisticated version of Google Analytics (Google Analytics, 2012). Many third-party
companies use Google Analytics as a basis for their reports. Google Analytics, however, is
limited in what it offers; the software largely looks at how people enter sites, where they
navigate within the site, on what pages they spend most of their time.
Like Fortner (2012), scholars like Singer (2012) assert social media measurement is more
complex than monitoring “clicks” or “likes” on a social media site. Singer suggests it’s more
important to measure “social interactions” on a given site while monitoring social engagement.
“There’s no ‘one-size fits all’ approach to digital measurement on any channel, social is an
animal that you can tame by using the tools and technologies available and taking a bestpractices approach to (online) conversations” (Singer, 2012).
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Despite all the tools and analytics available to strategists, the term most-often used to
describe success of social media programs is Return-On-Investment. By definition, ROI is
calculated one way: profit over investment. The ROI assessment model proves difficult for social
media strategists representing the military because the armed forces measure of success is not
tied to monetary goals.
Fisher (2009) examined the arguments for and against using any kind of metric to justify
social media programs. Using an advertising “lens,” the author suggests strategists move beyond
clicks and views, and examine the qualitative attributes of comments posted online. Bensen
(2008) supports this argument, and suggests marketers assess the tone and sentiment of social
media posts, velocity (how fast a message travels online), recommendations from customers, and
a conversation index (the ratio between blog posts and comments and trackbacks). Weinberg
and Pehlivan (2011) take assessment a step further, offering different methods of assessment for
different social media tools because people process and use social media in different ways,
depending on the platform. They suggest examining “the half-life of information” (the longevity
of content on a screen) and depth of information (richness of content and diversity of
perspectives) varies based on the platform. Weinberg and Pehlivan (2011) also believe social
networks are useful for influencing and tracking consumer beliefs and attitudes toward a brand.
To manage all these different social media, they suggest the creation of a “mission control
center” where strategists can monitor social-space activity, engage and analyze, and provide
analysis to the organization.
Other social media strategists and scholars suggest alternative approaches to
measurement. Hoffman and Fodor (2010) contend social media measurement should start by
“turning the traditional ROI approach on its head” (p. 42). They explain strategists should begin
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by looking at consumer motivations to use social media, and then measure the social media
“investments” made by consumers. Hoffman and Fodor also point out the returns from social
media investments can’t always be measured in dollars, but “also in consumer behaviors
(consumer investments) tied to particular social media applications. Their theoretical framework
includes four key user motivations: connection, creation, consumption and control (Hoffman &
Fodor 2010).
The web stats and numbers, themselves, can be elusive. Justice (2012) explains flaws in
different social media platforms. For example, Twitter “followers” are often inflated numbers
because followers can be bought, and nearly half of all Twitter accounts are automated. Older
Facebook “likes” may represent people who no longer care or are even active on Facebook, and
websites estimating page views can be inaccurate (Justice, 2012).
Blanchard (2011) provides one of the most comprehensive analyses on managing and
measuring social media efforts within organizations. The digital strategist contends both
monitoring and measurement are keys in the evaluation of social media programs (Blanchard,
2011). Keyword monitoring on the web is the first step to monitoring, followed by monitoring
for online reputation, crisis management and public relations. According to Blanchard (2011),
outside services can monitor the latter at a reasonable cost, and serve as an early warning crisis
starts to gain momentum online. When it comes to measurement, Blanchard (2011) encourages
organizations not to settle for basic social media metrics such as followers, fans and connections,
but instead link back to organizational objectives. For example, if one of your objectives is to
improve public perception of your organization, you need to look at benchmark sentiment at the
start of your program, and track that sentiment over time.
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Blanchard (2011) also suggests looking at online content to see if conversations are
shifting away from negative topics. His key message is every social media field that is measured
should relate to impact on the target audience’s behavior. While his approach is grounded in an
ROI business perspective and sales, Blanchard acknowledges the value of nonfinancial
outcomes, such as change in positive or negative mentions, a change in volume of impressions,
an increase in video down-loads, the number of times an article was linked or shared, and the
number of comments on a blog.

Summary of Literature Review
Return-on-investment angles dominate the vast majority of scholarly articles and online
publications about evaluating social media. These articles are most often rooted in the sales,
branding and marketing disciplines. There is a significant void of research studies about the
evaluation of social media programs in organizations with non-monetary goals. More recently,
there has been an increase of articles about social media evaluation emphasizing distinctions
between social media output (what the organization is putting out, as in number of tweets) and
social media outcomes (the impact on the target audience). There are also more recent articles
citing the need to tie social media evaluation to organizational goals.
The number of articles about the military’s use of social media is somewhat limited, and
few, if any publications at all, discuss an evaluative component in military social media
programs. This exploratory study represents one of the first attempts to examine how the U.S.
military evaluates and measures success in its social media programs.
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Definition of Social Media
For purposes of this study, social media refers to forms of digital communication,
including websites for social networking and micro-blogging, through which users create online
communities to share information, ideas, personal messages and other content, such as videos
and photos. Social media is distinguished from one-way, transactional media like email because
social media’s base is a dynamic, interactive, virtual community.

Research Methodology
This exploratory research uses key informant interviews as a lens to study how the
different branches of the service are measuring effectiveness of their social media programs.
Key informant interviews are in-depth interviews with people who know what is going on in a
particular community, in this case social media programs in the military. This qualitative
research methodology offers several advantages, including more candid or in-depth answers, and
the elimination of pressure that can sometimes take place in focus groups (UCLA, 2012).
Although key informant interviews are be time intensive, they are considered relatively
inexpensive and allow the researcher to establish rapport with respondents (University of Illinois,
2012; USAID, 2012).
The steps for this research methodology include gathering and reviewing existing data
and past studies (literature review), determining what information is needed, identify key
informants, determining an interview tool and documentation method, and selecting and
interviewing key informants. The last step involves the compilation of the key informant
interview data.
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For this study, the researcher decided to interview the lead social media strategists from
each branch of service. This judgment sample, also known as a purposeful sample, is the most
common sampling technique in qualitative research because it represents the most productive
sample to answer the questions (Marshall, 1996). Judgment sampling uses the researcher’s
practical knowledge of the research topic and the available literature to determine who might be
the best key informants to interview. Judgment sampling is a more intellectually strategic than
simple demographic stratification (Marshall, 1996), and in this case, relies on key informants
with special expertise.
With the exception of one interviewee, the key informant interviews in this study took
place in-person because the face-to-face interaction offered richer data collection with the
opportunity for follow-up questions and clarifications. Although face-to-face interviews are more
time consuming because they involve scheduling and logistical planning, they are more likely to
provide a free exchange of ideas and detailed responses.
The purpose of the data collection from these key informants was to identify what is done
in a particular community of practice; in this case, the community is defined as the social media
divisions in the different branches of the U.S. armed forces. All of the key informants had
extensive first-hand knowledge about the use of social media in their branches of service because
they were serving in the role as lead social media managers.
The survey instrument was designed to capture as much information as possible to
specific questions, while allowing key informants to add additional information to provide
context and clarification. The main components of the instrument were an introduction, purpose
of the research, importance of the key informant’s participation, and ten questions designed to
elicit more revealing information about how they are evaluating social media success. If
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appropriate to the conversation, the researcher asked additional probing questions. A final
question sought positive examples of social media evaluation that other military social media
strategists could benchmark from. Key informants were also given the opportunity to provide
information and comments at the closing. In the conclusion, key informants were thanked for
their time and given a gift card to use at a national coffee chain. The final survey is found in
Appendix 1.
The interviews took place in December 2012 and January 2013. The researcher
interviewed social media strategists at the headquarters level of all five branches of U.S.
Military: Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, and Navy. The five branches also
provided Facebook statistics from the week of January 21, 2013.

Findings
U.S. Military: Recent Adopters of Social Media
In contrast to civilian companies and private industry, the different branches of the U.S.
armed forces were relatively slow to adopt formal social media programs. The U.S. Coast Guard,
representing the smallest of the services in terms of serving military members, was the first
branch of service to embrace a comprehensive social media program, largely because of a
progressive communicator heading the force. Admiral Thad Allen, the 23rd Commandant of the
Coast Guard, was intrigued by social media and started his own Facebook account in 2007. He
continued to investigate social media tools, and shortly after his personal Facebook initiative,
Allen created Twitter and Flickr accounts. By September 2008, Allen went live with the Coast
Guard’s first social media intiative called Social Media: The Way Ahead, debuting his new
concept on YouTube. By 2010 the Coast Guard had an organized social media division, and the
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Coast Guard’s released its first social media policy in 2011 (Young, 2013). Today the Coast
Guard leverages a team of four social media strategists and technicians, including one that’s a
dedicated videographer for YouTube.
The U.S. Army organized its social media team in 2008, led by Colonel Kevin Arata who
at the time served as the director of the Army’s Online and Social Media Division in the Office
of the Chief of Public Affairs. Within a year, Arata also spear-headed the Department of Defense
All Services Social Media Council (DoDASSMC), a group for military social media strategists
in the Washington, D.C., area. The DoDASSMC group continues to meet on a monthly basis
five years later, sharing best practices and strategy among members. The Army also continues to
deliver a free weekly email, Social Media Round-Up, for more than 3.500 people interested in
following social media tactics and strategy.
The U.S. Air Force started its social media division in late 2008, placing it under the Air
Force Public Affairs Agency (AFPAA). At the time, AFPAA was located in Rosslyn, Virginia,
but has since moved to San Antonio, Texas. Today seven people work in the Air Force’s social
media division, including service members and department of defense civilians.
The U.S. Navy created its first social media page in April 2009 with a Facebook account.
In 2010 the Navy dedicated a team to social media under the Chief on Information (CHINFO)
Emerging Media Section. Today a combination of four civilians and military personnel work in
the section.
The U.S. Marine Corps was the last branch of service to recognize the value of social
media, coming on board in February 2010. Despite boasting the largest Facebook audience
among the services (more than 2.5 million likes in January 2013), the Marines don’t have a
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formal division. On average, the Marines employ three people running the section, but it has
fluctuated up to five people at certain periods in time (Fayloga, 2013)

Social Media: Who’s using what, and how do they measure success?
All of the military strategists interviewed said their organizations were using Facebook
Twitter and YouTube at the headquarters level, but their degree of time investment in each tool
varies widely. Several were using Flickr and Pinterest. Many of the social media posts sent users
to an official blog, military news site, or related visuals.
Each branch of service was also specifically asked about goals associated with social
media, and their answers varied widely, from that of simply a goal of supporting and including
social media in communications campaign, to social media goals tied to organizational
objectives.

The Air Force Story and Engagement
Engagement summarizes the Air Force’s approach to assessing social media success. In
addition to Facebook, YouTube and Twitter, the Air Force also uses Flickr and Instagram to
share the “Air Force Story” with thousands of people a day. According to Air Force social media
strategist Tanya Schusler (2013), many of the Air Force’s social media platforms frequently link
to the official blog of the Air Force, found at www.airforcelive.dodlive.mil/ and/or the Air Force
website. She contends “engagement” remains the core of the Air Force’s social media program.
“We (the Air Force) aren’t just concerned with ‘likes’ … we look at a combination of
comments, shares, clicks and likes. Anyone can hit ‘like’ on Facebook, but if they take
time to comment, click or share, then they are learning and engaging. We want to touch
people, and comments are the biggest way for me to evaluate engagement.”

Tanya Schusler, Air Force Social Media Strategist, 2013
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The Air Force usually has five to seven goals associated with its social media program,
and of those, the most important goal is to “share the Air Force story and help the audience
understand richness and diversity” (Schusler, 2013). While the Air Force does not use software
analysis tools that measure sentiment because the cost would be prohibitive, the social media
team reads comments and evaluates engagement from a qualitative perspective. Schusler (2013)
said she has been able to use herself as a benchmark in evaluating the understandability of stories
and posts since she has not served in the Air Force, and to a degree represents an outsider. “If I
don’t understand a post or story, then our followers probably don’t understand” (Schusler, 2013).
The Air Force uses engagement to gauge success. According to Schusler (2013), a higher
engagement number means more success. To do this, the Air Force examines engagement on a
month-to-month continuum. The organization can then compare engagement to what it was a
month prior, or even a year ago. The month of November, 2012, showed more than 146,000
people talking about the Air Force. The social media looked at the posts, topics and holidays, and
theorized it was seasonally related to events like Veterans Day and Thanksgiving. They also
compared themselves to other services, looking at increases or decreases in their engagement
numbers, examining the percent of followers who actually engage, and limited Facebook metrics
that indicate the health of a Facebook page. Schusler (2013) said the Air Force does not try to
compete with the Army or Marine Corps because their level of popularity and branding are
completely different. Instead, the Air Force likes to compare itself to the Navy. “The Air Force
and Navy are kind of underdogs… we’re similar in size and audience. I like how they (the Navy)
write: conversational, yet professional” (Schusler, 2013).
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The Air Force and Social Media Evaluation
The Air Force uses a variety of tools to evaluate its effectiveness in communicating via
social media. Facebook’s Insights page provides free statistics, and the Air Force looks at
Insights’ engagement numbers, reach, virility (the percent of people spreading a story a story and
creating a story using the Air Force’s original story). The service shoots for 1.3 percent of
sharing among its key demographics (Schusler, 2013). The goal of 1.3 percent is based on past
sharing statistics from Facebook Insights. By studying Facebook’s Insights, the Air Force
narrowed down specific timeframes that cater to its key target Facebook audience: males
between the ages of 18-24.
“It makes a different when you post if you are targeting a specific group. We found the
ideal times to hit Central and Pacific time zones was 10 in the morning and 3 in the
afternoon. And sometimes 7 at night. Ten in the morning seems to work because
everyone checks social media and news when they come to work, and 3 p.m. works
because people are typically taking a break, going home, or having a late lunch. We allow
just enough time for the post to settle and people to interact without getting annoying by
posting too much. If I had my way, we’d do more posts at 7 at night because people tend
to play with their mobile phones (and check Facebook) while they watch TV.”
Tanya Schusler, Air Force Social Media Strategist, 2013

Air Force strategists also engage regularly on Twitter, posting links to blogs and stories
on the Air Force website. The social media team uses Twitter Count to track tweets. “It gives us
all our Twitter stats very quickly, including mentions and retweets, for a low monthly fee,” said
Shusler (2013).
Air Force social media strategists use the software programs Hootsuite and Urchin to
track social media use. Hootsuite allows users to manage multiple social profiles, schedule
messages and tweets, track brand mentions and analyze traffic. Urchin has proven useful for
delving into Air Force blog statistics because it offers data on views, unique visitors, top content
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and page views. The Air Force further leverages these tools by renaming Air Force story and
blog URLs using a free program called Bitly. Bitly shortens URLs, which is especially useful on
microblogging sites like Twitter. The Air Force can also create different Bitly URLs for the same
story, and post these different links on different platforms, allowing social media strategists to
ascertain what social media platforms paths are sending the most traffic to its organization’s
website and blogs.
Through Bitly, the Air Force has found most clicks come to a specific Air Force news
story or video come through Facebook, followed by Twitter (Schusler, 2013). Strategists analyze
these on a weekly basis to determine what content is successful, and what isn’t. The service has
found the posts that resonate the most with its target audience are the ones with fun and prideful
messages, and photos or video of aviation aircraft. In general, messages from senior leaders have
drawn the least engagement, as well as posts that are intended to teach “in an overt way.” Safety
videos and policy messages tend to fail. According to Schusler (2013), the Air Force has “to
teach people without them knowing they are being taught, or it comes off as being too preachy.”

The Air Force: Identifying what isn’t working
Not all social media platforms work well for the Air Force. In step with the other
services, the Air Force started using Flickr, an online application that allows users to share
images over the Internet. Images are organized using tags (metadata) which enables users to
search for images related to a certain topic, i.e., Air Force.
The Air Force has used Flickr to post photos for several years, but through assessment
realized the numbers of Flickr views and downloads weren’t as high as they used to be as
viewership dropped. At one time, it was not unusual for an Air Force photo on Flickr to garner
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thousands of views, but strategists noted that by the end of 2012 a so-called “popular” photo only
had a couple hundred views at best. In addition, the traditional Flickr does not allow for smooth
mobile phone upload, and Flickr’s mobile app arrived on the scene a little late. Subsequently,
AFPAA strategists recommended shutting down the Air Force’s Flickr account, but senior
leadership objected (Schusler, 2013).
“Sometimes the Air Force simply doesn’t recognize the outside world has changed …
they have a tendency to recognize things two years later than everyone else outside the
military. The same thing is happening with Instagram (photo sharing and networking
service). As for Pinterest (virtual pinboard that allows users to create and manage themebased collections of images), the best we have done do is create an Air Force account to
save the name, but we don’t want to get involed in something that may take up more
time.”
Tanya Schusler, Air Force Social Media Strategist, 2013

Air Force Social Media: “General Effectiveness”
Several of the Air Force social media team members lament social media is still viewed
as “just another tool,” and is not being used strategically. Schusler (2013) contends when a big
event happens, social media is most often an after-thought, and last-minute notice prevents
successful integration into strategic messaging. “The Air Force has lots of opportunity to use
social media in collaboration, integration and branding, but we are not quite there yet” (Schusler,
2013).

The U.S. Army and its subjective approach to social media assessment
Similar to the Air Force, the U.S. Army has limited funds to assess social media
effectiveness. Reports are compiled with free analytic software and Facebook’s Insights have
proven useful in assessing the most Army’s most popular social media platform. According to
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Sweetnam (2012), much of the data analysis is subjective and anecdotal, based on perceived
sentiment concerning content, themes and messages. OCPA (U.S. Army Office of the Chief of
Public Affairs) does not have a budget to purchase software to assess social media.
When it comes to evaluating its use of Twitter, the Army uses internal Twitter counts to
look at raw numbers of retweets and hashtags like #USArmy. YouTube offers the Army the
ability to count channel, but Sweetnam (2012) contends the numbers aren’t as strong as other
social media platforms, and its content on YouTube “isn’t as good.” Similar to the Air Force, the
Army has noted a decrease in Flickr’s popularity with a diminished number of comments. Army
social media strategists contend it makes more sense to upload photos to Facebook for ease and
increased visibility.
Unlike the other services, the Army has vested more time in Google+, but remains unsure
of its engagement in the multilingual social networking and identity service. At the time of this
report, Sweetnam reported 7,000 people had added themselves to the U.S. Army’s Google+
circle. Yet, the Army is considering giving up its involvement on Google+ because of a lack of
return on investment. “The Army is trying to avoid ghostships, and the Google+ audience seems
to be a little more tech-oriented” (Sweetnam, 2012).
The Army has also been experimenting with Pinterest since early 2012, focusing on a
largely female audience. To appeal to the roughly 80 percent female Pinterest demographics, the
organization is focusing less on images of explosions and civil affairs activities, and more on soft
themes like soldiers coming back from deployment and reintegrating with their families.
Assessment has been limited since the social media team simply does not have time to be
watching Pinterest “pins” and trends.
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Army Social Media Goals
The U.S. Army sets social media goals with each of its major campaigns. These goals
are set and monitored by an internal metrics team. For example, the team might set a goal of “X”
number of Facebook posts in five days, or “X” number of mentions or hashtags on Twitter
during the same time frame. In August of 2012, the U.S. Army had a goal of 200,000
“mentions.” Hashtags have proven to be the Army’s most effective way to monitor its Twitter
reach, and social media strategists consciously include a hashtag with every tweet.
Sweetnam and his team update leadership with social media data that includes statistics
on the number of positive comments and the number of negative comments, and hashtag
numbers.
“The problem is there is simply so much information available, and it’s hard to
summarize what it’s actually representing. It gets frustrating. We may have 5,000 likes on a
particular Facebook post, but the real question is how many people went to that story or read
more than the headline? The bottom line, we are using social media to tell the Army story. It’s no
longer just a website or newspaper.”
Staff Sergeant Dale Sweetnam, Army Social Media Strategist, 2012

Social Media Success: Medal of Honor Story
The Army uses frequently integrate social media into larger communication programs
and public affairs initiatives. For example, when Sergeant 1st Class Leroy Petry was awarded the
Medal of Honor for saving three lives by throwing away a grenade that blew off his hand, the
Army took his story on a promotional tour to tell the Army story of courage. The tour was
supplemented with strong social media support as social media strategists planned Facebook
posts in advance and used the hashtag #MOHPetry on its tweets. The organization also created a
microsite on Army.mil, providing an area for each post, video or tweet to link back through the
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unique URL. Sweetnam (2013) said the Army was successful in its social media efforts because
it limited its attention to only three social media platforms: Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.
Learning from a previous Medal of Honor campaign, the Army found it was more effective
posting less frequently, avoiding over-exposure of the story to viewers.

Evolution of Army Social Media Strategy
The U.S. Army’s strategic use of social media continues to evolve as the service becomes
smarter in its approach to engagement. The service has learned that sometimes limiting itself is
better than embracing all the social media platforms. According to Sweetnam (2012), “in the
beginning, it was hit or miss as we threw stuff against a wall to see what sticks.” Three years
later, OCPA’s social media team is focused on strategic efforts integrated into larger programs
targeted to larger audience which grew from 700,000 to 1.6 million in just over three years. But
budgetary constraints continue to remain a concern.
“The Army’s not afraid of asking our audience what they are looking for. We know we
can always do better, but are limited to the tools at our disposal. At this time we can only
give our leaders anecdotal information. And social media remains fluid and ambiguous –
thus complex to evaluate.”

Staff Sergeant Dale Sweetnam, Army Social Media Strategist, 2012

The Coast Guard as Brand Ambassadors
Although the U.S. Coast Guard has the smallest number of people following its Facebook
and Twitter accounts, the service’s sense of strategic direction remains focused. The Coast
Guard’s social media strategists call themselves “brand ambassadors,” sharing the Coast Guard
message with what they describe as a “very engaged audience” (Lagan, 2013; Young, 2013).
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“They’re reading our posts, they’re understanding us, they’re commenting back. It’s the size of
the fan base that allows meaningful engagement” (Young, 2013).
The Coast Guard leverages information already posted in its blog, Coast Guard Compass,
found at www.coastguard.dodlive.mil/. This helps the service avoid issues related to
endorsement and privacy. The organization uses Hootsuite to monitor Twitter conversations; on
any given day, up to a hundred people may be talking about the Coast Guard in a unique way on
Twitter (not-retweets), and Coast Guard strategists try to respond to each original tweet.
According to Young (2013), the Coast Guard hasn’t found a really useful analytic for Twitter.
“Just counting retweets doesn’t really capture what’s going on in the Twitter community. It’s
hard to find a meaningful quantitative assessment” (Young, 2013).

Social Media Success during Hurricane Sandy
The use of Twitter led to one of the Coast Guard’s most high-profile case studies in social
media use. In October 2012, the Coast Guard posted a link to photos and video showing the
rescue of 14 people from the HMS Bounty in the wake of Hurricane Sandy. By injecting the
hashtag #Sandy into the tweets, the Coast Guard was able to push the images out to a hungry
public. The images were seen more than 100,000 times as the Coast Guard quickly became part
of the national conversation concerning Hurricane Sandy.
“As soon as we had video of the rescue, we put it up on YouTube and referenced it
though Twitter. The Coast Guard rescue of the HMS Bounty had 1.3 million views in
three days, and the Coast Guard account became the third most followed account on
YouTube. This led to a spin-off on an hour long program on the Weather Channel. The
visceral images shared on Twitter were extremely powerful. But in the end it’s not about
tweets and retweets, it’s about how we can spread our message through the national
conversation.”
Lieutenant Stephanie Young, Coast Guard Social Media Strategist, 2013
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Despite the success of the coverage and national attention related to the Coast Guard’s
rescue of the HMS Bounty, Young and Lagan (2013) think the Coast Guard could have done
much better leveraging social media to share the Coast Guard story during Hurricane Sandy,
particularly at the district, regional and local levels.
While the Coast Guard enjoyed immense success with its YouTube posting of the HMS
Bounty rescue, the posting of video is limited due to the time involved. The process involves
taking video from the field, transcribing and editing it, and reviewing it for security, accuracy,
proprietary and policy violations. For this reason, the Coast Guard chooses to only use its best
video content, and it may take up to an entire week to upload the video. YouTube analytics offer
the Coast Guard a way to see where an audience’s “touch-point” lies. The organization can tell
when viewers are dropping off by looking at the analytics. In the HMS Bounty rescue, viewers
hung on longer than most videos. Throughout the 4 minute long video, more than 80 percent of
the viewers watched until the end.
The Coast Guard uses a similar approach of “more is less” when posting photos to its
Flickr account. According to Young (2013), the service only posts “the best of the best.” People
can comment, share and favor, but the only analytic tool on Flickr is the number of views per
individual photo.
“Social media analytics are challenging because they weren’t designed to be tools for the
military to use. We are often bound by privacy. Businesses and government aren’t used to
playing in someone else’s sandbox, and social media brings people in. We are almost
forced to use social media because of its success and growth among the general
population, but we need to identify and have value on social media, and need to play by
the (military) rules. The Coast Guard sees a fundamental line in the sand with its use of
social media. Social media is pure public affairs, strategic messages with operational
success, and it needs to directly tie to the American public.”
Lieutenant Stephanie Young, Coast Guard Social Media Strategist, 2013
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The Coast Guard has found success partnering with traditional media outlets on cable. In
2009, celebrity weatherman and media entrepreneur Al Roker saw the Coast Guard’s top 10
videos on YouTube and took interest. As a result, Roker started the TV Show Coast Guard
Alaska, and later Coast Guard Florida. More recently the TV show integrated Twitter into the
mix, hosting a live chat on Twitter through the Coast Guard Alaska account as fans chatted
online with actual Coast Guard officers. And they recently hosted an engaging Facebook chat
featuring one of the pilots that flew during the HMS Bounty. Young (2013) said the success
reflects the positive relationship the Coast Guard’s social media and the Weather Channel.
Young describes the Coast Guard’s Facebook target audience as a very broad,
“nonsensical” American public, including Coast Guard families, veterans and other people. The
audience most often falls between the ages of 18-25. Its YouTube followers experienced the
most significant growth in the last two year, leaping from 8,000 followers in 2010 to 170,000
followers in 2013.
Coast Guard social media strategists define success by genuine engagement. They ask
themselves whether comments are consistent with content. They don’t schedule their tweets or
Facebook posts, although on average they post two times a day. Strategists use DISQUS to
moderate comments on the Coast Guard blog, and URCHIN to gather blog statistics. Like the
Army, the Coast Guard doesn’t have any budget for paid analytics.

For the U.S. Marine Corps’ Social Media Program: “Bigger is Better”
The U.S. Marine Corps’ website boasts the largest audience of all the services, with more
than 2.5 million likes and a thousand more tricking in every week or two (Fayloga, 2013) . With
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a robust audience number, the Marines are now shifting more focus to their weekly reach,
examining who is talking about the service, and who is sharing its message (viral rate). After
reviewing audience demographics, Marine social media strategist Staff Sergeant Mark Fayloga
reshaped posts and strategies to match an audience with 70% of its members falling in the 13-23
age range. Approximately 200,000 members of the audience are actual Marines, so the vast
majority of posts focus on “entertainment” for people who have not served in the Marine Corps.
Like the other branches of service, the Marine Corps hasn’t found Twitter’s analytics
much more useful than announcing retweets or hard numbers. What’s more important to the
service is the conversation that’s occurring from content it’s posting (Fayloga, 2012). For
example, when the U.S. Marine Corps changed its physical fitness standards, they were
immediately able to monitor “command climate” through concerns and comments posted on
Twitter. Fayloga tracked click-throughs to make sure the message being sent out was being read.
The Marines Twitter demographics differ than its Facebook audience with an even split
between male and female. Fayloga assumes the Twitter followers are mostly Marines based on
the content of their tweets, and thus uses Twitter as an another avenue to communicate changes
in policy to service members. The platform allows for unfiltered feedback from Marines, and
Fayloga can “talk” to individual Marines with a direct message while monitoring posts for
patterns in conversations. If patterns of concern emerge, the Marines take the information and
create a blog or story content to reinforce or clarify policy.
The Marines assess YouTube usage by views and subscribers, looking at the minutes
watched. According to Fayloga (2013), it doesn’t mean much if a lot of people only watch a few
seconds of a video, audience retention is more important. The average Marine Corps video lasts
1-2 minutes, and most of the Marine’s successes are associated with short pieces.
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The service recently revamped its Flickr account to only post two of its “best” photos a
day, allowing for better tracking. Coupled with Facebook’s increasing ease for posting and
sharing photos, the Marine Corps’ social media image strategy has changed. Just loading a photo
on Facebook reaches twice as many people as Flickr, but Flickr photos are more likely to be used
by media sites like technology blog Gizmodo. After being picked-up by Gizmodo, Marine
photos have found their way to even more well-known publications and sites, ranging from
Wired magazine and Business Insider, a New York-based technology and business website.

30 Days of Marine Pinspiration
One of the most interesting social media platforms being used by the Marine Corps is
Pinterest. Pinterest’s 90 percent female audience is atypical of the Marines’ following on other
social media sites, where the split is more uneven and predominantly male. Pinterest followers
who “pinned” the Marine Corps spiked during December 2012, when a Marine corporal worked
with Pinterest for “30 days of Pinspiration.” The campaign started after Fayloga pitched Pinterest
with a few inspirational photos, and Pinterest accepted the proposal. Under the agreement, every
day for a month Pinterest featured a new Marine board. For example, the day after Christmas a
board was posted called “Dump the Plump,” featuring Marine Corps workouts. Within 36 hours,
the Marines had 12,000 new followers comprised of a nontraditional Marine audience
demographic, females.

Frequent, Scheduled Posts
The Marines schedule posts at 1 a.m., 8 a.m. and every four hours in between. Fayloga
(2013) describes it as a “trial and error” methodology appealing to global audiences, balancing a
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desire to share information with the possibility of being perceived as spam. They use Hootsuite
to schedule their frequent tweets. “We would love Adobe Social and are in talks about
purchasing it, but there might be smarter ways of budgeting our money now,” said Fayloga
(2013).
Fayloga remains optimistic about the Marines use of social media, noting the Marine
brand naturally lends itself to large numbers of followers.
“I think we are in an excellent position. We can’t complain about audience size; the
challenge of building an audience is the most difficult thing to do in social media. We
have a large audience on each of these outlets, and now is the time we can shape it in
whatever way seen fit. But our huge difference is on our emphasis… because our social
media is run by combat camera and our social media branch is run by enlisted personnel.
There’s no approval chain, just a small team I trust to represent the U.S. Marine Corps.”
Staff Sergeant Mark Fayloga, Marine Social Media Strategist, 2013

Paying for Analytics: The U.S. Navy and Radian6
The U.S. Navy is the only branch of service paying for a mainstream social media
management program. Radian6 allows the Navy to listen, engage, and measure success of social
media programs. The software does not put a lot of value on “likes.” Instead Radian6 allows the
Navy to see how people are talking about the organization or with the organization (Eklund,
2013). “We put a lot of value in what we post,” said Lieutenant Shawn Eklund, the Navy’s
Director of Emerging Media. “With Radian6 we are able to see if we are losing people or
engaging them on specific topics. We count likes, but they don’t count as much as a comment or
share. We ask whether we got the message across, or whether there is a need to comment or
clarify.”
Radian6 allows the Navy to search the virtual world using key words as filters. The
words “Navy”, “Blue,” and “Sea,” for example, are frequently used to describe the U.S. Navy,
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and the software culls these terms from posts across the Internet. When assessing the success of
Navy YouTube videos, the service looks at traffics sources and what websites are hosting the
video. Eklund (2012) said the emerging media team doesn’t spend a lot of time looking at
comments.
Flickr has proven quite useful to the Navy. The service pushes photos daily on Flickr, and
tweets the top four photos of the day on Twitter. As a result, the Navy’s photos have been picked
up by the Washington Post and Business Insider. Twitter media relationships have also resulted
in improved media relationships. At the time of this study, one Twitter follower, a reporter, is
scheduled to embed on a ship after a conversation via direct-messaging on Twitter. In another
case, the Navy was able to steer a reporter to change a headline in a high-profile article because
of relationships developed on Twitter.
Not all of the Navy’s messaging has enjoyed success on social media platforms. Gall
(2013) contends the service needs to be careful about taking “E-ring messages verbatim” and
using them, referring to senior leader messages originating in the Pentagon. The government
contractor said these types of messages simply don’t resonate. Instead, the emerging media team
tries to find content that communicates to the “average American” (Gall, 2013).
Gall said the Navy has failed several times in the past when leadership failed to act on
trends showing up in social media, and responses got stuck in the staffing process. The Navy has
tried to move the staffing of material down to 5 days, compared to the three weeks for approval
it’s taken in the past. “They’re taking us more seriously when we say we are seeing a lot of a
certain subject or concern on Twitter or Facebook,” she said. “When you put something out on
social media, it’s important to listen to the response. It’s your opportunity to look at what people
are talking about, bring it to leadership, and get ahead of the problem.” Gall (2013) said more
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recently the Navy leadership has started to take this seriously, finding social media monitoring
extremely useful in environmental scanning and issues management.
In addition to Radian6, the Navy uses other tools to assess its social media efforts. The
service is currently using a beta version of Twitter Analytics, and a free service called Topsy to
look at hashtag trends and consumption, which the Navy claims provides a more holistic view
compared to HootSuite. The Navy uses Google Analytics to assess its word press blog and
Navy.mil, and standard web analytic tools to assess how people are funneling into the blog from
different social media sites.

The U.S. Navy: Audience Determines Content
Part of the Navy’s social media assessment strategy is examining sentiment and audience.
The organization’s Facebook audience is largely sailors, retired sailors or one-offs (mothers,
fathers or people who have a relationship with someone in the Navy). Yet the Navy describes its
key target audiences as influencers, bloggers and people who have an interest in the Navy but
don’t know a lot about it.
The Navy’s Twitter following is much smaller than its Facebook audience, and more
concentrated with approximately 100,000 followers. On any given day, the Navy gets more than
200 mentions on Twitter, with 100 new people following and about 50 un-following. The service
doesn’t focus on retweets, but instead looks at who is following the Navy, and who is mentioning
the Navy in tweets. Navy social media strategists are intrigued by the conversation extending
beyond the Navy’s timeline.
Eklund (2013) says overall, CHINFO has been successful with its social media ventures.
“Our Facebook page has been very effective in the last year – a real tool to be reckoned with,”
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said Eklund. “Across the (Navy) enterprise there are shiny examples of best practices, but also
glaring examples of what not to do. There are probably more negatives than positives, and much
of this was the rush for people to create Facebook pages, but it turned into people cleaning up
that mess, turning off old accounts, etc.” (Eklund, 2013).

Social Media Evaluation: a topic for Defense Information School?
All of the interview subjects indicated a need for a more comprehensive social media
module of learning at the Public Affairs Qualification Course (PAQC) held at Defense
Information School to train new public affairs officers. The most recent PAQC Training Program
of Instruction posted online dates back to 2009, and does not include social media in its course
content spanning almost 46 days. There are no DINFOS courses dedicated to social media
strategy or measurement, and not evidence of social media modules in other courses.
However, social media strategists like Faygola, Eklund and Sweetnam report showing up
at DINFOS for a one hour presentation on social media. But the discussion is full of questions
from the public affairs students, and rarely does evaluation or measurement of social media get
discussed.

Facebook Statistics: A Snapshot in Time
For purposes of this study, Facebook statistics were gathered from all branches of service
headquarters the third week of January 2013. While all of the branches agreed for the most part
that the number of people “liking” their organization on Facebook was not a true indication of
meaningful relationships with target their audiences, the measure of total “likes” provides an
interesting comparison in visibility and brand awareness.
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The Marine Corps dominated with 2,573,947 “likes” attributed to its Facebook page
simply titled Marines (http://www.facebook.com/marines). The Marines have even greater reach
with the number of “friends of fans,” totaling 233,133,683 people. In the third week of January,
145,781 people were “talking about” the Marines page, and the Weekly Total Reach hit
1,579,491 people. Fayloga (2013) contends the immense popularity of the Marine’s Facebook
page is largely attributed to Marines as a “brand” well-known and respected in society. As the
newcomer to military social media in 2010, the Marines set a lofty goal dubbed “2x2” in which
they hoped to gain 2 million likes before their second year anniversary of their Facebook page
creation. Three years later, with more than 2.5 million “likes,” the Marines are now moving their
focus away from numbers and thinking about “what messages need to reach the target audience”
(Fayloga, 2013).
The Army follows in popularity, with 1,699,706 “likes” documented the third week of
January on its Facebook page The U.S. Army (https://www.facebook.com/USarmy). The same
week, almost 92,000 people were “talking about” the U.S. Army and the weekly total reach
exceeded a million people. But the U.S. Army wasn’t always strategic in its social media
programs.
“In the beginning (2008) the Army was hit or miss with social media, throwing stuff against
the wall, and seeing what sticks …. Three years later we are more strategic, making a
concentrated effort in our communications, and are more coordinated and planned in
reaching a much larger audience of more than 1.6 million people. We’re always getting
better, and are not afraid of asking our target audience what they are looking for.”
Staff Sergeant Dale Sweetnam, Army Social Media Strategist, 2012
The Air Force’s Facebook page, United States Air Force, showed 1,180,265 “likes” the
third week of January (https://www.facebook.com/USairforce). The same week, its insights page
showed 168,643 people “talking about the Air Force” and a weekly total reach of 891,225. The
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Air Force likes to compare its Facebook views to the Navy. “We’re similar in size – not as big as
the Army and Marines, but not as small as the Coast Guard” (Schusler, 2013).
The Navy’s Facebook page, U.S. Navy, had 802,657 “likes” during the week of
comparisons. “Friends of Friends” reached 152,392,385, and the number of people talking about
the Navy on Facebook was 58,860, a historical low for unknown reasons (Eklund, 2013). The
total reach was 814,189 people (https://www.facebook.com/USnavy).
The smallest of the services, the U.S. Coast Guard, had 171,229 “likes” the third week of
January. The number of Friends of Fans on its Facebook page, U.S. Coast Guard, reached
51,602,735 people, and 20,943 people were talking about the Coast Guard with a total reach of
212,414 (https://www.facebook.com/UScoastguard).
Comparisons between the services Facebook statistics are show in Appendix B, reflecting
a snapshot in time from the third week of January, 2013. Total “likes,” “People Talking about the
Page,” and “Weekly Total Reach are broken out by service. Appendix C follows the Facebook
statistics, showing Twitter statistics, including total number of Tweets and total Followers from
the last week of January in 2013.

Research Limitations
The limitations of this study are largely related to the research methodology. While indepth, key informant interviews offer rich detail in their answers because they provide more
context and insight than quantitative approaches like surveys, the interview findings lack
empirical results and cannot be generalized to a larger audience.
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Another limitation is related to the actual interview subjects themselves. There is the
potential the results could be skewed based on the individuals interviewed; their individual
perceptions are largely subjective, and do not necessarily represent their entire social media
team. The pool of subjects came from the highest echelons of each branch of service,
representing the headquarters’ level of social media programs with a national audience. In
reality, there are many different levels of social media strategy and tactics taking place among all
services within subordinate commands and units.
The confines of a time-sensitive research study could also be considered a research
limitation. The world of social media is rapidly evolving with continuous innovation and
technological disruption. As the study was taking place, new social media measurement tools
were being released, offering more powerful capabilities while making it impossible to
accurately compare statistics to previous years’ social media activity.
The researchers own internal biases and opinions could also be considered a limitation.
While the survey instrument was reviewed by an outside professional, both the researcher and
instrument reviewer have been affiliated with public affairs and social media programs within
the Department of Defense.

Directions for Future Research
The qualitative findings of this exploratory study could serve as a basis to develop a more
robust research agenda using focus groups, followed by a random sample survey and advanced
statistical analysis to gather empirical results generalizable to a larger audience.
While the results of this research provide a snapshot of what’s going on at the
headquarters level, there are hundreds of military units across the nation that are using social
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media as part of their strategic communication and public affairs programs. It is likely these
smaller units with more limited budgets are using social media very differently. Several of the
interview subjects in this study expressed concern over lack of training and poor execution of
social media tactics at the lower levels. Research that includes these subordinate units may reveal
best practices for social media measurement, and benchmarks for other military units.
There is also room for additional research on measuring social media’s return on
investment in the nonprofit and government sector. The vast majority of scholarly research
concerning social media’s ROI falls into the business arena, tying social media efforts to profit.
There are few, if any, scholarly articles about social media measurement beyond the for-profit
world. Blanchard (2011) makes a compelling case for going beyond numbers and linking social
media goals to organizational objectives, something that could be applied to the military social
media environment.
As shown in the literature review, the body of knowledge shows a relatively small
number of articles relating to social media and the military. Yet, most military organizations now
have some sort of social media in their communications programs.
While one of the limiting factors in this study was time, a more comprehensive, longterm study could encompass a social media audit of each organization, actual observation as part
of the research methodology, and ongoing exploratory interviews to discover new issues and
measurement methodologies as they emerge.
There is also a need for more theory-based research concerning social media evaluation
and measurement. At this time, there are no published scholarly articles framed in theory that
examine the U.S. military’s use of social media and measurement. This reflects a similar void in
theory-based research concerning social media evaluation in the non-profits and government.
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There is also an opportunity to modify existing mass communication and interpersonal
communication theories to frame strategic communications in the social media environment.
Finally, this study’s results (based on exploratory research in the U.S. military) may
serve a stepping stone in looking at other organizations’ attempts to measure the effectiveness of
social media programs. Areas to research could include other government organizations beyond
the military, nonprofits, and education. There could also be research comparing and contrasting
nonprofit and for-profit entities.

Implications
The findings of this study have many implications for the U.S. military’s social media
programs, even at the highest levels. The perceptions of the key informants who were
interviewed varied widely concerning how they measure and evaluate social media success.
While all agreed success was more than the number of “likes,” there is no consistent view on
how to measure or define success in social media programs.
In many cases, the services lacked defined goals and objectives at the start of their social
media programs. As time went on, some of the services developed more strategic goals, but these
goals weren’t always associated with the target audience or organizational objectives. Instead,
they often focused on whether the service, itself, was using the social media program and
integrating social media tactics into more comprehensive communication programs. For
example, one of the Navy’s goals is to have the social media program be recognized and used by
senior leadership. More commonly, the services are tracking how many messages are being sent
out on various social media channels, and not necessarily looking at end results on target
audience attitudes, opinions and behavioral change. As Blanchard (2011) suggests, the time has
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come for organizations to shift from social media output (how many tweets or comments we
post) to social media outcomes, which measures the impact on the target audience.
All of the services identified limitations in social media evaluation because of fiscal
constraints and limited manpower. Only one branch of service, the Navy, had a paid service
(Radian6) to help evaluate social media trends and usage. The other branches relied solely on
free tools for limited analyses. As social media continues to gain influence and the number of
users grow, it would be wise for the different branches of service to consider social media
evaluation tools when developing budgets.
As defense cuts loom, it would be wise to develop a case for social media. The allocation
of financial resources and personnel will likely shift in the years to come, and if social media
strategists want their piece of the resource pie, they will need to justify their programs with more
than numerical data. In the private sector, a company would not spend thousands or millions of
dollars on programs without tracking successes. Similarly, the Department of Defense should be
constantly evaluating its communication programs to determine if they are making a difference.
In their rush to use free measurement tools and analytic services, some branches of
service have ignored where these tools are being hosted. This could pose a potential National
Security risk. For example, the widely-used URL-shortening free software called Bitly is actually
run out of a company in Libya which reserves the right to delete links that contradict the Muslim
faith. While the use of Bitly is probably oversight on the strategists’ part, it demonstrates the
need for education about measurement of social media within defense circles.
If social media is now considered part of a public affairs communication portfolio, the
Department of Defense should consider offering training to help public affairs officers learn how
to evaluate and measure success in social media programs. At this time, none of the Defense
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Information School public affairs courses (both officer and enlisted) include a module on social
media strategy and evaluation, although several of the social media strategists interviewed in this
study reported making brief appearances to talk about social media in general.
Another resource for public affairs officers that needs updating is The Commander’s
Handbook for Strategic Communication. The most current edition spends half a page on
evaluation and measurement, and doesn’t address social media at all. This seems incongruent to
societal trends of massive use of social media across the globe.
Perhaps the most significant implication of this study is a new theoretical framework for
measuring and evaluating social media efforts in nonprofit and government sectors. The theory
could build upon existing communication theories, or create a completely new model of
communication engagement. One thing is known for sure, the current ROI model isn’t working
for the military. This presents a case for developing a model not based on financial measures.

Conclusion
As evidenced in the literature review, the U.S. military is just starting to scientifically
think about its social media strategies and measure of effectiveness. However, the phenomenal
growth of social media users cannot be ignored. As traditional media becomes less and less
relevant in an age of social media communication and mobile media platforms, the U.S. military
will need to reevaluate its approaches to strategic communication if it wants is messages to be
heard. Given the exponential growth of social media users worldwide, it would be wise for the
U.S. military to closely examine what’s actually working in its social media programs, and make
decisive cuts and strategic decisions based on the results.
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Appendix A
Key Informant Survey
Measuring Social Media Effectiveness in the Armed Forces
Intro:
Thank you for taking the time to meet with me today. As mentioned in the email, I am conducting
research at National Defense University. The topic I am studying is how different branches of the
Armed Forces are measuring the effectiveness of their social media programs. You were
identified as an expert in this area based on your current position within your organization.
*****
Q1: To the best of your knowledge, how long has (your branch of service) been involved with
social media?

Q2: How long has your branch of service had an organized social media division?

Q3: What Social Media tools do you use on a regular basis? Please identify any of the following
you use in your program:
 Facebook
 Twitter
 YouTube
 LinkedIn
 Flickr
 Wikis
 Other_____________________________Q4: Of the social media tools you just mentioned, how do you measure or evaluate each tactic?

Q5: As part of your social media or strategic communications plan, do you set goals with your
Social Media Program? If so, can you please give an example?
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Q6: How do you interpret success in your social media program? (Be specific to each tactic if
appropriate.)

Q7: Do you use any third party applications, software or other resources to evaluate social
media? Please provide a little more background information if appropriate.

Q8: Can you offer a tangible example how your organization has used social media evaluation in
a specific program? I am looking for a tangible example that shows the value of social media
evaluation, and perhaps how your findings shaped the direction of your program. Think case
study…

Q9: On the flip side, can you think of a time when Social Media was not effective in your
program, a conclusion based on the measurement / evaluation of social media?

Q10: In general, how effective is your organization in its strategic use of social media?

Q11: Does your organization offer any social media training to its public affairs practitioners?
Does this include how to evaluate success of social media?

Q12: Does your organization require social media training for new military and civilian
employees? (i.e. Operational Security, Privacy, etc.)

Q13: Does your organization have a social media handbook or policy for military or civilian
employees?

Q14: How many people are assigned to your social media division?

Q15: Is there anything you would like to add to this interview that might help me better
understand your organization’s use of social media?
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Appendix B
Analytics from Facebook Insights
Numbers Reported from Military Facebook Insights Pages Week of January 21, 2013*

Total Likes

People “Talking
About” the page

Weekly
Total Reach

U.S. Air Force

1,180,265

168,643

891,225

U.S. Army

1,699,706

91,863

1,004,841

171,229

20,943

212,414

2,573,947

145,781

1,579,491

802,657

58,860

814,189

U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Marine Corps
U.S. Navy

* Data represent numbers on headquarter pages only, not individual units
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Appendix C
Analytics from Twitter
Numbers Reported from Twitter Accounts Week of January 28, 2013*
Twitter Handle
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army
U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Marine Corps
U.S. Navy

Total Tweets

Followers

@USAirForce

x

x

@USArmy

xx

x

@uscg

X

X

@UScoastguard

x

x

@USMC

x

x

@USNavy

x

x

* Data represent numbers for headquarter Twitter pages only, not individual units

